In this paper authors describe domination number of regular graphs as well as complimentary perfect domination number and induced complimentary perfect domination number, denoted by cpd and iced. Let G(v,e) be a graph with 'n' vertices and 'e' edges then these are denoted by 
INTRODUCTION
In this modern age of science and pacific root of computer life, so many scholars are doing hard work in the domination theory. In this paper we plan a structure of traffic control system with regular graphs and explain how it is used. Because of it more than lacks Rs. are spent on the flyover of a crossing.
Let G(v,e) be a regular graph with n vertices and e edges that means Graph is finite, simple undirected. 
Domination Sets
A subset S of vertices is known domination set of G if every vertex in V-S is adjacent to at least one vertex in S.
Domination Number
Domination number of a graph G is the minimum cardinality taken over all dominating set in G and denoted by X(G).
Complementary Perfect Domination Number
The complimentary perfect domination number of graph G is the minimum cardinality taken over all complementary perfect domination sets in g and denoted by ) (G X cp . 
Induced Perfect Domination Number
V , 5 V , 6 V , 8 V , 10 V , 12 V , 13 V } is cp X -set and S = { 3 V , 5 V , 6 V , 8 V , 10 V , 11 V , 12 V , 13 V } is a icp X -set.
NOTATIONS
G(v,e)  A graph with n vertices and e edges. n-regular graph  A graph G is said to be n -regular if degree of Each vertex is n.
 Greatest number, which is at least x. 
Assumptions / Observation
Any Icpd -set of G must contain all the Pendant vertex of G.
4. If G is not star then
COMPLEMENTARY PERFECT DOMINATION NUMBER OF REGULAR GRAPHS
This section authors try to fill some gap by solving some theorem and its characterization, all cycles of 2-regular graph Case I: -n = 6
V be the six vertices of G. 
CONCLUSION
In the conclusion part of this paper, we can say that we have successfully describe domination number of regular graphs as well as complimentary perfect domination number and induced complimentary perfect domination number, denoted by cpd and iced. In future we will try to do more in graph theory to prove few more facts about graphs.
